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Prepared to Succeed in Life
Preparedness is not only a handy thing to have, it is essential. If a student is not prepared in life, he will
fail. So, how does one prepare themselves for the long road of life? There are many ways. But one of the
better ways to prepare is education. Education is very important. The most popular form of education is
school. I attend LifeTech Academy of Lansing, which is a public charter cyber school in Michigan.
LifeTech helps me prepare for the journey of life.
Last fall, LifeTech allowed me to take a class in Entrepreneurship, which is very handy in my life. I help
run a mobile food wagon, selling numerous items. From hot dogs to cotton candy, we sold these items
out of our trailer. I learned in the class many essential nuggets of wisdom that helped the business. I
learned how to manage resources and how to market products. With the help of this class, the business
thrived and will be returning again this summer!
Another resource LifeTech employs is the strategic partnerships it possesses. My school works with area
businesses to give its students opportunities to learn in workplace settings by people who work in
various industries. For example, I desire to be an automotive mechanic. My school offers the awesome
opportunity to learn how to work on vehicles at Dean Transportation. There they teach you the basics of
working on automotives and actually show you how to fix the problem on some of their buses. It's an
awesome experience and incredibly hands on! It is also very handy because I am starting a small motors
business. With this information I am able to take on this adventure and know what I'm doing along the
way.
LifeTech is also flexible. Every year my family goes on a month long missions trip to Florida. I was able to
take my work and do it on the mission field. It allowed me the chance to help others and keep up with
my studies. LifeTech also has a great teacher base. My education isn’t just online, every week I go to my
local library to meet with them face-to-face. There are multiple people I can go to for questions both
online and in-person. I could have questions like: Could you help me understand this math problem? Or
when did the American Revolution end? They are always there for me and love helping. LifeTech isn't
just a school, it's a community of friends and teachers that are there for you.
Lifetech has lots of tools to prepare me for success. Whether it's special classes, or it is awesome
opportunities. LifeTech has it. Their motto is “Make it a great day!” With these tools, I have the ability to
not only make it a great day, but to make it a great life!

